
Chehalem Swim Team Monthly Board Meeting Minutes
March 10, 2022 - 6:30pm

Virtual using Zoom

Attendees:

Name Role Name Role

Cathleen Long Board Kathie Bowdoin Parent

Tina Urback Board Katie Rarick Parent

Erin Fincher Coach Kristina Norman Parent

Krista Miller Coach Linda Riogeist Parent

Lalanya Fisher Coach Michelle Webb Parent

Quentin Rieniets Coach Miranda Johnston Parent

Allison Plaster Parent Molly Pierce Parent

Brook Pucket Parent Nancy Sims Parent

Dan Bailey Parent Ryan Backman Parent

Ericka Troelstrup. Parent Ryan Rushing Parent

Erika Barber Parent Sandeep Patil Parent

Gregory Mitchell Parent Sara DeMaster Smith Parent

Chris Hege Parent Sarah Larison Parent

Jeff Boerio Parent Shannon Henning Parent

Jeff Hamm Parent Sidharth Bansal Parent

Jennifer Lindgren Parent Ursula Pinto Parent

Joel White Parent Valerie Brewer Parent

Meeting Called to Order: 6:31pm

Tina: Good Evening. Thank you for joining. Tonight we will discuss the following agenda items:
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Agenda
★ Finance Report
★ Upcoming Events
★ Service Hour Updates
★ Team Leadership and Operations
★ Coaches Reports
★ VCC Overview
★ Athlete Report

Finance Report
● See Meeting Slide - p. 3
● For those of you who are not aware, Lucinda Pannell is our team treasurer and

Christina Tilson is our bookkeeper.  They have been working to get Team Unify linked
up with Quickbooks and that has been going well. But we have experienced significant
delays in billing from CPRD.  In fact, we just received a bill today for the last half of last
year.  We are still building that relationship with CPRD.

Upcoming Events
● See Meeting Slide - p. 4
● This weekend we have our end of season meet, the Canby Round Robin.  It looks like

we have a good turnout and lots of swimmers involved.  It should be fun.
● There are a couple of championship meets still coming: South Western Age Group

Regionals and Senior Zones.
● If you are wondering what meets are coming up, you can always go to Team Unify and

take a look there.  The coaches also do a good job of sending out emails before meets.
These have good information and you can refer to those as well.

● See Meeting Slide - p. 5
● This next Tuesday there is a team treat day.  It looks like there will be green Gatorade,

green Powerade and cookies. It should be fun for the swimmers.
● See Meeting Slide - p. 6
● We also have an end of season gathering scheduled for Saturday, March 26. We’ll

have the recreation side of the pool from 11:30-12:45pm Then we’ll move to have
lunch. More information on that is coming. But I want to give a huge shout out to Valerie
Brewer and Molly Pierce for putting this together on such short notice.

● See Meeting Slides - p. 7-8
● Safe Sport Training: We will be conducting SafeSport training during practices for some

of our squads.  We will also be separating the boys from the girls for this training.
○ We will notify parents ahead of time and parents are welcome to attend as well.
○ We are making arrangements so some of our senior swimmers can speak to

the younger crowds and share what swimming has done for them. It will be
another opportunity for the older swimmers to mentor the younger.

○ This would be a good time for you to review the team’s Code of Conduct with
your athletes.
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■ There is one thing I want to mention because this is a parent meeting.
Our coaches work hard to communicate with the swimmers. But there
have been some instances that don’t meet the team’s Code of Conduct.
We really need parents to enforce correct behaviors outside of practice
time as well, such as when they are texting each other. We need to
make sure they are acting appropriately.

○ Please feel free to reach out to Tina or Coach Lalanya with questions.

Service Hour Updates
● See Meeting Slide - p. 9
● The board has made the decision that CST will honor the Shark Chase hours across all

volunteers who signed up even though the event was partially cancelled.
● We will also be modifying our billing policy for these service hours because it turned out

that our Short Course season was still heavily impacted by Covid.
○ These modification will recognize the fewer opportunities members had, but still

reward those families who did manage to get a lot of hours in.
● We still have many opportunities for each of you to support the team.

○ We are looking for mentors for new swim parents. These mentors will help new
families learn about the swimming world.

○ Officials.  It really would be nice for a team our size to have more officials.  We
do have many in training and I want to thank all of our current officials.  It is a
good way to be on deck with your swimmer.

○ We are also still looking for participation in SafeSport.  But, I will mention that
we have seen increased participation lately.

○ Another position we need to fill is announcer.  This sounds scary, but remember
no one can see where the voice is coming from. Another great way to watch the
meet.

○ We also welcome feedback on different ways to support the team.

Team Leadership and Operations
● See Meeting Slide - p. 10
● We have 4 board positions coming available.
● We have a nominating committee that has been put together.
● In the next couple months, either someone will ask you or you can reach out if you are

interested in a board position.

Head Coach Report (Lalanya)
● See Meeting Slide - p. 12
● We have a total of 129 swimmers. That has fluctuated between 125-132 as people are

taking breaks and new people are coming on.
● Our Long Course season is coming up soon.  That will run from 4/1-8/15. A separate

registration for Long Course will be up on the website on Monday. For those that are
currently registered, you are only registered for Short Course.
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○ Log on and make sure you are registered for Long Course as well. The new
registration will include a new Long Course shirt and cap.  An email with more
information will be coming out Monday.

● Coach Quentin is working on updating Team Unify with the Long Course proposed
meet dates. So feel free to take a look to see which meets line up with your swimmer
and update your calendar.

● CST has the same pool hours for Long Course, but there will be some slight
modifications to squad practice times.

● We will be combining our 11-12 & 13-14 age groups.  For Long Course, we will have
four 11-14 groups instead of 6 total squads for the two age groups we’ve had.  This
allows for better use for our pool space. It will also provide a good crossover between
entry groups and developing groups practicing side by side.

● We will also be offering a little more pool time for some of these groups.  Most have
been practicing 45 minutes and some will now have up to an hour or one hour and 15
minute practices. This makes for less of a gap between moving up in groups. Part of
this is a result of the lane restrictions lightening up and allowing more swimmers in a
lane.

● Starting next week, the coaches will be sending emails naming the recommended
squad for your swimmer plus another option.  We’ll make recommendations based off
of what each swimmer is doing well and where we think they’ll fit, but there will be an
alternative as well, if the first option doesn’t quite fit.

● Questions:
○ Chris Hege:  Are the combined squads just for practice and not necessarily for

the meets?
○ Lalanya - Yes. Most meets are still organized with 10&u, 12&u, and 14&u

categories.  Whatever age your swimmer is on the day the meets starts is the
category in which they will swim.

● Lalanya - Our first Long Course meet is the Jellybean Invitational.  The sign up
deadline is 3/12.  Email coach Krista if you are unsure as to whether or not your
swimmer is ready.

● Thanks to everybody for all the support that you have sent my way through emails and
inquiries.  It means a lot that so many of you did reach out.

● Thanks to our coaches who were able to cover shifts and keep our swimmers in the
pool.

● I am mostly back.  There will be a few days that will interfere with some of the squad
practices, that I can’t necessarily plan ahead of time, but I will do my best to be there
for your swimmers.

Age Group Report (Lalanya)
● See Meeting Slide- p. 13
● 11-14 State Meet

○ We had  7 swimmers attend. We also had one 11-12 boys relay which was
really fun.
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○ There were many, many best times and finals swims. The finals format was new
for some swimmers.  This is where the top 8 swimmers in preliminaries make
finals and then they swim again.  It can be hard for kids to adjust to swimming
twice.  They did a good job.

● For the South Western Age Group Regionals, we have 2 qualifiers: Ethan Dan and
Jade Reid.  We are hoping that they’ll get in to represent CST.

● Our 11-14 swimmers are wrapping up their short course season with the Canby Round
Robin this weekend. We’ll still be in the pool working on skills, but also working to have
some fun.  We want to keep the training in them, though, so it won’t be all fun and
games.

● From our IMR/IMX meet many swimmers will also be cashing in their rewards to plan
15 minute practices.

● Questions?:
○ Erika Barber: Thank you for the idea of providing both a recommended squad

and an alternative. With a lot of kids wanting to try out different sports and
different schedules, I am encouraged by your thoughtfulness.

■ Lalanya- Yes, at the younger ages, we encourage them to try other
sports. And if the timing works out better for an alternative squad, that is
understandable.  Also, if the time comes when you are able to change
squads, reach out, and we’ll see if we can fit them in.

■ Tina: Yes when Jesse was much younger, an upper squad was
recommended to her.  We tried it and she didn’t like it, so we moved
back down, and we are still here today.  As a team we are here for the
athletes, and parents know their kids better than anybody.

Novice Report (Erin)
● See Meeting Slide - p. 14
● 10& under State Meet

○ we had 2 qualifiers. It was really fun to watch those kids get to state.  Hudson
placed 6th in the whole state for his age group.  It was fun to see the things we
work on coming together for him.

○ Olivia was the state champion in the 50 back.
● I think the 10&U group is doing really amazing.
● To start our team, we have tryouts. We have had lots of tryouts and 10-12 kids  will be

doing a trial next week.  If they are qualified and  interested, they will be able to join.
So, our groups next week will look a little bit different with coaching next week during
the trials. Lalanya will be covering my groups, and Quentin will be watching over the
performance groups. The good news is we have new members trying out.

● When a new kid joins, we start them at precomp level so they learn what is going on
and don’t have any gaps when they level up.

● Pre-competitive: Our precomp kids have been swimming for about one season, maybe
2, and they have their dive certifications.  We worked a lot with free and back early on,
and now we are adding in more breast and butterfly.  Next season these kids will be
transitioning up to the 10& u development.

● 10&U Development: We have about 9 right now. We continue to work on legal
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techniques.  We repeat learning by practicing things in fun and different ways. This
weekend I’m excited they will be having relays and we practiced those since almost
everything they do on the team is new and exciting.  They love learning and mastering
new skills.  They are coming along well.  The groups numbers keep growing and they
are establishing friendships.  I’m excited for summer, so we can spend time outside
with dry land and getting to know each other better.

● 10&U Performance: This is our top performance group for 10&U. Most of these kids
have turned 11 over the winter, so they will be moving up next season. They are
developing great and having so much fun.

● Thank you for getting your kids to the pool as always.

Senior Report (Quentin)
● See Meeting Slide - p. 15
● This last weekend, we had our senior state meet.  It was one of the fastest state meets

that has ever been held in Oregon. Kids were blowing records out of the water.
● We had 13 people participate.
● For 5 of those athletes, it was their first time qualifying for a state meet.  They got to

learn how to endure long wait times between races, to stay hydrated, to fight off
boredom.  I think the emotional part and being in that environment was wearing on
them without them really knowing it. I think a lot of the kids learned a lot and will help
them at top levels.

● Several athletes placed up in the top 30 in preliminaries.
● 4 of our athletes are preparing to go to Senior Zones.
● One of our athletes that is a college swimmer will be joining them and representing

CST..
● In total, 10 have qualified for Senior Zones. That is great considering that at the

beginning of the year, we had 2 or 3.
● The kids have been really encouraging to each other and working really hard in and out

of the pool.
● The swimmers preparing to go to zones are starting to taper, the other seniors are

maintaining their level of fitness so they can perform well this weekend.

Virtual Club Championship Overview (Quentin)
● See Meeting Slide - p.16
● 2 people per gender per age can score for the team
● Scores are based on Powerpoints with the fastest swimmer in the country in that age

group earning 1200 points.  Remaining scores are a percentage of that time and go
down from there.

● This year we already have our best all team VCC score by almost 7 thousand points
and we are on track to possibly go over 60,000.  For a team that is not in a very
densely populated area, this is great.

● These scores are calculated for swimmers aged 11-& over, and our score shows how
deep and talented our team is.

● It is fun to watch our scores improve.
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Athlete Report
● See Meeting Slide - p. 17
● Tina: If you sent me the athlete report, I didn’t get a chance to add it to the slides.
● Quentin: Eleanor sent her report to me just before we left practice.
● Tina: If you pass it along, I’ll include it in the slides.
● Quentin: Eleanor is  a senior this year and graduating in June.  She is doing a great job

communicating with coaches and with swimmers to support each other.
● Quentin read Eleanor’s report.

○ We had a great state meet. It was a fun time, and our hard work is
paying off. The seniors are planning some upcoming outdoor social
activities such as hiking.  Some swimmers have been taking finals.
They have been doing a good job juggling stress and school work and
still doing a good job getting to the pool.  I’m looking forward to Long
Course season.

Miscellaneous
● See Meeting Slide - p. 19
● Tina: Here is a quick reminder that there are a lot of hackers out there.  They use info

off websites like ours.  Remember that CST will not reach out to you for anything but
your hard work.  I encourage you to delete anything that comes through that seems
fishy.

Questions/Comments
● Siddharth: What is a dive certificate and the process to get one?

○ Lalanya: It is a process we have to go through with every swimmer on the team.
Once they succeed, they are allowed to go off the blocks at meets. It has a
progression like sitting dive, kneeling dive, compact dive. It is a checklist from
USA Swimming that we follow.  As we see them succeed, we check them off.  It
is a safety measure that all USA Swimming clubs use.

● Lalanya: If it is recommended that your swimmer change squads. You might want to
check out the team store to see what equipment is recommended for that squad. [See
Meeting Slide - p. 20]

○ Erika Barber: Some of us placed orders months ago.  Is it preferable for us to
support the team through the team store website or get the equipment faster
through Amazon?

■ Lalanya:  I recently received a Making Waves update that said:
● All other items from Arena have finally arrived.
● Orders should be wrapped up towards the end of next week.
● They should also be getting more Arena stock in now that the

backlog of shipping has subsided.
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■ Lalanya: I have talked with this same rep over the last couple weeks.
She is assuring me that this is not normal and things will be shipping out
much faster going forward. She is also very good about getting back to
me right away.  So, if you have questions about your individual order, let
me know. We are receiving a good amount back from each order we
place through the website.  But, I totally get where you are coming from.
Even Swim Outlet was on backorder for 4 weeks or so.  I‘m going to give
them the benefit of the doubt.

■ Tina: I am hesitant to say that there are still shipping issues outside of
Making Waves because my company and the world is still having
problems.

● Molly Pierce: My kids love being on the team, but what is the process for taking a
monthly break?  And where can I get the packet of information handed out at the
beginning of the season?

○ Tina: Can someone get Molly Pierce a copy of the packet.
○ Lalanya: Yes, if that was an in-person meeting it must have been a handout.
○ Lalanya: As far as taking a break, it is completely fine. You will not be charged

the monthly fee for that month.  The fundraising fee may continue though if you
haven’t already met that commitment.

○ Tina: We have a policy for breaks. I will get a copy of that to you and maybe in
the meeting minutes we will point to where that policy can be found.

○ Tina: As the team matures, we are trying to create lifetime swimmers, and if that
is attained by allowing swimmers to take breaks, then that is what our team
needs to do.

○ Molly: Thank you.  My kids love swimming, but I can see that they may need a
break at some point.

● Nancy Sims: We signed up for the Canby Round Robin.  I saw that our team is going to
be alternating with other teams and it may end at 4 or or 4:30pm. Are there really 2
heats in there?

○ Quentin: They are running concurrently.  Girls and boys of the first dual meet
and then girls and boys of the 2nd dual meet.  If there are only a couple of
swimmers, some heats will be combined.

○ Nancy: Okay, thanks, I’m trying to figure out the timeline.
○ Quentin: I feel that the timeline might run a little bit faster than what they are

projecting.
○ Nancy: The parking lot, is it going to be really congested, it is 4 teams, right?
○ Quentin: Yes, but we are the biggest team.
○ Nancy: I wonder if it is wise to go get lunch.
○ Quentin: I don’t think it will be too bad.

● Michelle: I have a Canby Round Robin question. I have been trying to figure out the
heat and event numbers, and I am unclear where relay 707 falls in the whole grand
scheme of sessions.

○ Quentin: All of the relays will be in finals on Sunday afternoon.
○ Lalanya: I will send out an email about this.  Everyone needs to be there on

Sunday afternoon.
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○ Michelle: Okay.  I thought finals was only for the top swimmers.  It wasn’t clear
we needed to be there regardless.

○ Nancy: Is finals only for the 2 teams that win, or do all 4 teams stick around?
■ Lalanya: Yes, all 4 teams will stick around. It is a whole different format

for us as well, but they have a great meet director, and it should go well.
○ Michelle: What are the criteria for finals?

■ Quentin: It is called a scratch down. The coaches will scratch people
because each swimmer can only do a max. of  3 events in finals, so
anybody who is below that place will move up.  For example, someone
in 17th or 18th place might scratch up to 12th. It is a little confusing, I
know, but it will be fun. Next year we can build on that knowledge. We
might even do a Blue and Yellow team to have more athletes be able to
participate more fully.

■ Michelle: Whatever confusion we have, we have to be there.
■ Tina: So you are taking these new swimmers who are just getting a

handle on how meets go, and you throw this at them.
○ Jeff Boerio: Is it true that when you look at the heat sheets, the heats with just a

swimmer or two will be combined?
■ Quentin: No, there will be no cross-pollination in the heats. They won’t

combine our heat 1 with another dual meet’s heat 1. They might
combine boys/girls from the same dual meet, though.  The meet is small
this year because Forest Grove and Blue Crest are only bringing 20
swimmers.  We are bringing 60.

■ Jeff: When is the last time we brought 60 swimmers to a meet? That’s
great!.  That speaks to the quality of the program that we have built and
that’s exciting.

○ Michelle: Will there be a livestream?
■ Quentin: No, they have opened it to spectators.
■ Jeff: I would like to strongly suggest that we continue to livestream our

meets.
■ Tina: Yes.  Not that we should discourage spectators, but I like it as an

addition.
■ Jeff: It could also attract our sponsorship as they see a growing volume

of people watching the livestream.
● Tina: If CPRD drops their mask mandate on Friday, CST will follow the facility policy

and our swimmers will no longer be required to wear a mask.
○ Krista: There are no masks starting Saturday.
○ Tina: Thanks.

● Jennifer Lindrgren: Do we have enough officials for the Canby Round Robin?
○ Lalanya: Yes, we do. But, if it's something you are interested in doing shoot me

an email with your information.
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Tina: Meeting minutes and slides for tonight’s meeting will be posted soon. Thank you all for
joining us tonight.

* To receive credit towards your service hours in return for your attendance at tonight’s
meeting, please send Tina an email to clarify your name unless it is already clearly listed
above.

Meeting Adjourned: 7:28pm

Meeting Minutes Key: Yellow Highlight: Please confirm accuracy Green Highlight: Action Item

Meeting Slides:
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